Morimoto 4runner headlights

Morimoto lighting was established in to fill the gap in the aftermarket for truly high quality
automotive lighting products. Search the web for an alternative name in lighting that comes
more widely recommended by end-users for performance, reliability, and the way it looks and if
you can find it, then buy it. Morimoto is the automotive lighting benchmark. We've always been
blown away by the fact that the other brands don't even consider how well their headlights
perform on the road at night. They all produce well-defined beam patterns with a great amount
of width, intensity, and a proper distribution of light. We do things differently at Morimoto.
These headlights are much more than an aesthetic upgrade. We will continue to add new
models to the line. Unmatched performance in the winter. Osram LED Chips. Daytime Running
Light Compatible Drivers. These are special. Its unanimous. Our M LED 2. Javascript is disabled
on your browser. To view this site, you must enable JavaScript or upgrade to a
JavaScript-capable browser. YEAR More About Us. August Continuous Expansion of XB
Projector Headlight Lineup We've always been blown away by the fact that the other brands
don't even consider how well their headlights perform on the road at night. Learn More.
Morimoto 2Stroke 3. Morimoto MLED 2. Then its probably time to ditch the stock tail lights too,
right? Compatible: With all Toyota 4Runners from , these complete LED tail light assemblies will
swap directly in place of the original 4Runner tail lights, use all of the stock mounting points,
and should take less than 30 minutes to install. Plug n Play: Wiring is easy too! They will plug
into the factory connectors for the stock lights and each assembly includes all necessary
connectors, rubber seals, and pigtails for a plug n play install. No additional resistors, modules,
etc. Style: If you want your 4Runner to stand-out without looking cheesy, the XB's are just the
ticket. While the dual raised sections on the lens may not be for everybody, when mounted up
on the truck -- they actually do appear at home. The sequential turn signal has an undeniably
modern appeal, and makes them a perfect compliment to a set of XB LED headlights on the
front of your truck. Well-Built: Their durable polycarbonate lens will resist the test of time,
keeping the housings looking new for many years to come. The injection molded ABS housing
is light-weight and much stronger than comparable cheap alternatives. The XB Tail lights may
not be the cheapest new tail lights for your T4R, but they're OE quality, and as the saying goes,
you pay for what you get. Benchmark: Morimoto. The Automotive Lighting Benchmark. We are
globally recognized as the brand to beat when it comes to aftermarket lighting upgrades for the
automotive aftermarket. No other brand blends performance, quality, and style quite like we do.
Our vast product line covers today's most popular trucks and cars. If you don't see it, trust that
we can make it. Whether you're interested in something off the shelf or a brand new product
designed exclusively for you: Connect with Morimoto Today! Javascript is disabled on your
browser. To view this site, you must enable JavaScript or upgrade to a JavaScript-capable
browser. Add to Cart. Install ation Guide Locate a Dealer. What's included. Log in or Sign up.
Toyota 4Runner Forum [4Runners. Welcome to 4Runners. You are currently viewing as a guest!
To get full-access, you need to register for a FREE account. Quick Links: Passenger side
storage cover. Subaru kicker dash speaker mod Need Help with Running Boards! Research:
Sleeping, fold-flat-ability, hump, 2 vs 3 row? Post Reply. Ordered mine last week as I saw they
were up on the website, learned afterwards they only made 50 sets and next batch won't be for
sale till October. My runner currently has Morimoto XB fogs and 5K xenon hid kit and lighting is
more than adequate and my main reason for these headlights is they are dot approved. I drove
another car just to see my hid's and they are a nuisance to oncoming drivers! I should be
getting the XB headlights this weekend. I will get before and after pics with the fogs etc. Anyone
else order them? Below is not mine, just some lucky guy who got the 1st set and some
Morimoto pics. Last edited: Aug 12, ForRun , Aug 6, Palerider , SandyTaco4x4 and 4Runner fun
like this. Joined: Dec 20, Member: Messages: Charlievee , Aug 6, Personally I love them, but I'm
always looking for the next lighting option. It's nice to see a company come out with a mass
produced after market option for the 4Runner. Looking forward to a review. PVT Pablo , Aug 6,
Jynarik , Aug 6, I dig em. Bought a pair. They're pricey but it saves me the trouble of messing up
my oem in a DIY attempt. I tend to destroy plastic. I know a couple guys with the Tacoma
version and they're happy with them. Hopefully they'll live up to the hype. Scooterman and
ForRun [OP] like this. Xpel wrap with ceramic coating. TRD intake. The price is killing me. That
is a lot of mods I need testimony! Otherwise I love. Need better pics. They seem prototypes still
They look awesome! SCMountaineer , Aug 7, True story. LED lights were what everyone wanted.
ForRun , Aug 7, Deucer01 , Aug 8, It might even be their testing price then maybe charge more
for full production. Kustom54 makes headlights along with the retrofit source. It took a few
months of convincing to spend that money but IM glad I did. Are you guys absolutely certain
we're not gonna fry our wiring harness or melt lenses with the H9's? Melt a lens The snow
plows available with LEDs have heaters to keep the lens clear. They run cooler than
incandescent bulb. Pretty sure. My mistake. I misread. So they showed up today and I wont

have a place to aim properly until the weekend but they are close to where my hid's were. I do
believe the hid is a tad brighter but if you recall the hids have a glare to oncoming drivers and
that's what I wanted to get away from! The Morimotos also spread the light out to the sides
more that seems to help. All and all the Morimoto headlights are very good! I have the morimoto
fogs and with 5k hids they always felt off like something was missing. That something was
these headlights, the two with each other are awesome! Lights up like super nice. I got out and
walked up the street Abit and did not notice any glare even with fogs on Last night I took a pic
with hid to compare to the XBs tonight. No fogs in pics. ForRun , Aug 8, ForRun [OP] likes this.
The diagram shows three squares for the lights. Should I assume that the 3rd is the high beam?
More info is needed! Last edited: Aug 8, Got mine last night as well. Install won't be until Sept
so I can't speak on performance yet. Deucer01 , Aug 9, So I changed my vote. Had a chance to
align them in a garage at work today. Actually had them pretty darn close last night. Tonight just
got back from a two hour drive and the verdict is that they are great to drive with. Not so much
when turning on a low or non lit street. There is no light to see with and is a couple cases was
darn right unsafe to make turns. The fog lights fill that in but I don't want to drive with them on
all the time. I'm hoping xenon Depot takes them back as I just don't want them. I suppose I
could aim them down but then that would take away from what's up ahead. In the picture look at
both sides close to the hood where the light curves out. I think morimoto missed the mark and
needed an extra led to light up that dead zone. Last edited: Aug 9, ForRun , Aug 9, I'll take em
off your hands. PVT Pablo , Aug 9, CQB03 likes this. Show Ignored Content. Username or email
address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is:
Forgot your password? Remember Me? Site Navigation. Install went well. The lights sit good
and there are no noticeable gaps. Once the lights are in you cannot change the low beam bulb
so pick and clock which bulb you want to run before putting everything back together. This can
also pose an issue for those of you who run longer LED bulbs that stick out past the dust cap
too. They most likely wont clear. The wires for my HID bulbs barely cleared. Innovite 55w k HID
off of a recommendation from another forum member. He says he has been running them
trouble free for 3 to 4 years. The only negative for me are the high beams. The stock highbeams
are 10x better than the ones on the alpharex Pros. Perhaps some LED bulbs are on order for the
highs. I can still get to the highbeam dustcap. I'm slightly bothered by the passenger side. I
think it can shoot out a little more to the right. Perhaps I will loosen a few headlight bolts on top
and retighten while pushing the headlights to the right. I will get daytime shots of the exterior
another time but for now, here are some videos and photos. The videos are on the same road.
Excuse the language in the first video, the phone went wonky. Stock headlight video. That bulb
is supposed to be one of the good ones in highbeam projectors but maybe the youtubers only
tested the intensity 3 feet away. So I went to autozone and got some h7 xtremevisions. Much
better output and I retain color definition at distance. That's the route I would go with. HID lows,
xtremevision halogens high. I was thinking about HID in the highs too but might want to retain
the ability to flash Update: So I removed my headlights to see how I inserted them in because I
wanted to make sure the "rod" was facing down on the bulb. Turns out they weren't. I was at
about a 10 o clock position with the tab and the rod was at 4. I fixed it so I was at 12 o clock and
the rod was now at 6 o clock. Remounted the lights and now my passenger side had a wacky
beam pattern! I messed around with it a bit and 10 o clock gave me the best pattern on the
passenger's side and 12 o clock on the driver's side. I guess these cheap Amazon HID bulbs
may not be on a perfect plane so you have to pick the right spot for them. Update: June 29, I put
my stock headlights back in. The alpharex pros with HIDs are a huge improvement over stock,
but they are too bright for my eyes. The projectors need a foreground limiter. The intense
foreground lighting dialates the pupils too much and makes everything farther out and to the
sides too dark even though the lights are brighter than stock. I can see why morimoto designed
their lights with a dark spot in the front of the vehicle now. I'm going to store these til I have the
ambition to take them apart and tinker with adding foreground limiters. Having driven with the
stock headlights for a bit now, I realize my eyes are not as strained anymore after a long night
drive. The stock 4runner projectors are actually not that bad. They have a good foreground
limiter, they don't blind drivers to your right when you are passing, but they do need higher
output. Old tech but saves your night vision. Last edited by CharlesNellis; at AM. Originally
Posted by CharlesNellis. Innovative 55w k HID off of a recommendation from another forum
member. Originally Posted by mcat Are those pics with fog lights on? If so, are they LED or
Halogen? Also, did you install the supplied DRL harness that connects to your battery and fuse
box? I know its optional but wondering if you did. Was hoping someone can answer this
question for me According to a Toyota tech I talked to today, he said thats the fuel injection
fuse. Why would they have the DRL harness tapped into that fuse slot? Probably so the DRLs
only come on when the engine is running and not when ignition is on and engine not running. I

think all factory DRLs can't run if the engine isn't. Maybe it's a DOT thing. From your pictures
and reviews from others, output on these are amazing. WAY better than those trash morimoto
xb headlights people are on the hype train about. These are definitely on my list if my retrofit
doesn't go as planned. Thanks for the review! Originally Posted by aceee. It's hard for me to tell
on mobile. The XBs have a dead zero light zone up front and to the sides and looks similar to
your pics. Is their useable light or do you need the fogs to see in that area? Found my old
example, hid vs XB showing the dead zone. These pics taken in the exact same spot camera
front center of the steering wheel. Use the cracks in the road as reference, can't see some in the
xb dark zone. Attached Images. You would need to remove the bumper and take out the
headlight assemblies once again to replace the bulbs. A major pain in the azz if you have armor,
bull bars, winches or whatever aftermarket parts that take additional work to remove and
reinstall over the factory bumper. Originally Posted by ForRun. Last edited by CharlesNellis; at
PM. BB code is On. Smilies are On. Forum Rules. All times are GMT The time now is PM. All
company, product, or service names references in this web site are used for identification
purposes only and may be trademarks of their respective owners. Toyota - 4Runner. Join us
now! Mark Forums Read. User Tag List. Page 1 of 7. Thread Tools. Rate Thread. CharlesNellis
Member. Join Date: Jul Posts: View Public Profile. Find More Posts by CharlesNellis. Find More
Posts by mcat Quote: Originally Posted by mcat Are those pics with fog lights on? Quote:
Originally Posted by mcat Was hoping someone can answer this question for me Quote:
Originally Posted by CharlesNellis Probably so the DRLs only come on when the engine is
running and not when ignition is on and engine not running. Find More Posts by aceee. Quote:
Originally Posted by aceee From your pictures and reviews from others, output on these are
amazing. ForRun Senior Member. Find More Posts by ForRun. Posting Rules. Similar Threads.
Aftermarket black headlights - review and lots of pics. Anyone have these projector headlights
or crystal clear headlights?? User Name: Password: Remember Me? Not a member yet?
Register Now! Become a Sponsor. So, you saved all of your pennies and finally decided to pick
up a pair of the Morimoto XB headlights for your 4Runner. When they arrive, you tear open the
giant Morimoto box with the headlight image printed directly on them badass , remove the
surprisingly large housings and take them to the garage to install. You pull out your phone, type
in the URL, and pull up the PDF instructions only to find that the document contains little
information and a bunch of picturesâ€¦. For me, this was probably one of the most annoying
starts to an install. This is not incredibly difficult but can, be slightly daunting to those doing it
for the first time. The shield is secured by circular plastic clips. Push down to on the clips to
remove them. Once you have the radiator cover removed, you can now access the bolt and
plastic clips that secure your upper grille. Just behind the center of the upper grille assembly is
a 10mm bolt that secures the upper grille to its bracket. Remove using the 10mm socket
wrench. The ones we had required the use of a flat head screwdriver to pry the inner circle up
before removing. You may notice that at the base of the upper grille there are a few plastic clips
that hold it to the lower grille and bumper. We chose the latter because the grille clips can be
annoying to loosen. Those with stock front bumper will need to remove three 10mm bolts from
the wheel well and unclip the front bumper from two plastic push clips on each side. The
underside of the bumper is held on with an additional six 10mm bolts that will need to be
removed. Reach in front of the fender liner to access the fog light. Disconnect the Fog lamp
assembly to allow it to come off with the front bumper. The passenger side fog lamp is covered
with a plastic cover that needs to be removed to access the fog light. The cover is held on with 2
plastic tabs that you can pop off with the help of a flat head screwdriver. Repeat this motion and
until the entire bumper comes loose having a buddy helps here. Place on a non-scratch surface
or tarp and place it to the side. Disconnect all factory harnesses from the headlight with the
exception of the side indicators as the wires are easier to access after you have removed the
housing. There are three on top and one on the bottom. You can use the 10mm socket or
Phillips head screwdriver to assist in removing the housing. While still holding the headlight
housing, disconnect the harness to the turn signal and the marking light on the very outside of
the headlight. The headlight has a black plastic bracket attached to the bottom. This is where
the front bumper clips in and are secured. Across the front of the vehicle. Connect to the fuse
tap to the 10A Mirror Heater Circuit by removing the 10A fuse and replacing it with the tap. Note:
You will likely need to notch the Fuse box cover and run the tap through the new notch to
properly close the fuse box. You have the ability to select the turn signal mode on the XBs. The
default configuration is the standard blink. The reassembly at this point is pretty much the
reverse of the install. Connect all your harnesses back together and run some function tests.
You will likely need to adjust your headlights to maximize your visibility. Are you wondering
how to adjust your headlights, check this out. Regarding height, the hotspots of the beam
should be the same distance from the ground as the headlights are on the vehicle. You will need

a screwdriver and measuring tape to adjust. The latest in new 4Runner parts, products and
gear. You also get a leg up on vendor specials, free gear, giveaway notifications, and more. Our
newsletter is pretty much the best thing you'll ever read! What brand are the ditch lights and the
roof rack lights? I love the old school look but with LED. Ah well, worth the instagram points.
Great write up! Watch for the flickering DRL howeverâ€¦ on the top right corner after a month or
so an led will flicker non stop. Mine started after 2 months. Unfortunately Morimoto has no fix
for it and ever pair is affected so far. I installed these on a SR5, love the way they look and the
cool turn signals. Efi no. Let me know if that works for you. Very nice looking ride, I own a Silver
off road that I hope will be as nice looking as yours is. I am amazed it is a daily commuter, looks
like it will work very well off road. I did not see an after install comment from you on whether
you think the cost was worth the lights. Perhaps you would share some specifics on your ride,
lift tires and rims and other mods. I am just starting out on my ride and love the look of yours.
Now that you have your primary lights sortedâ€¦ may I suggest that you look into some auxiliary
lighting. Well played Space King. Thanks Felix for taking the time out to demonstrate the install.
Looks good. Another question â€” did you consider AlphaRex Pro or Nova series? Skip the
manual, follow this guide. Step 1. Step 2. Disconnect Upper Grille Once you have the radiator
cover removed, you can now access the bolt and plastic clips that secure your upper grille. You
have two options here: Remove the upper grille from the lower Proceed with the upper still
attached to the lower We chose the latter because the grille clips can be annoying to loosen.
Step 3. Step 4. Disconnect Foglights Reach in front of the fender liner to access the fog light.
Step 5. Remove Front Bumper At this point, starting from the wheel well, start pulling the
bumper toward you. Step 6. Disconnect Headlight Harnesses Disconnect all factory harnesses
from the headlight with the exception of the side indicators as the wires are easier to access
after you have removed the housing. Step 7. Step 8. Step 9. Step Yes, disconnect and leaveâ€¦
unconnected. Connect All Harnesses to New Headlights The reassembly at this point is pretty
much the reverse of the install. Adjusting Your Headlights You will likely need to adjust your
headlights to maximize your visibility. Final Thoughts Are you wondering how to adjust your
headlights, check this out. Park 25ft from a wall or garage door and turn on your lights.
Questions or Comments? Leave them below! Love the 4Runner Lifestyle? Felix Chen is a
photographer based in Dallasâ€”Fort Worth. Follow his automotive photography on Instagram
gun. Notify of. Inline Feedbacks. Craig Kauzlaric. April 12, pm. May 18, pm. April 10, am. April 9,
pm. Jess B. December 3, am. Cameron David O'Briant. Thanks for the info! March 18, pm. Space
King. March 14, am. C Harrison. March 16, pm. Side note, Felix, your rig looks sic man! March
12, am. Start typing and press Enter to search. Your Email. Our content is pretty fire! We will
never spam your inbox or sell your data. No Substitutes: If you're still running oldschool
halogen headlights on your Fifth Gen Toyota 4Runner, then you're just behind the times! Are
well-built. Have a virtually infinite life span. An unbeatable warranty, and out-perform the
alternatives. Easily making them the best LED headlights on the market today for the 4Runner
aftermarket. OEM Plus: We live, eat, and sleep headlights. While the 4Runner LEDs from
Morimoto cost a bit more relative to other options in the aftermarket; as the saying goes "you
pay for what you get". We've seen it all, and their fit and finish is far superior to everything else
out there. Performance: We've always been blown away by the fact that the other brands don't
even consider how well their headlights perform on the road at night. Most often, they're a
downgrade compared to even the standard halogen setup, and that's a shame. The good news
is that Morimoto's XB LED headlights produce a well defined beam pattern with a great amount
of width, intensity, and a proper distribution of light. DOT Approved: Make no mistake, these will
produce a much different [better] result than slapping some LED replacement bulbs into your
stock housings. Plug-n-Play: Wiring is easy too! They will plug into the factory connectors for
the stock headlights and each assembly includes all necessary connectors, rubber seals, and
pigtails for a plug n play install. No error codes, no flickering, hyper-flashing, or radio
interference. They can easily be removed, and will not void your factory warranty. A separate
optic that's dedicated to the turn signal function uses amber LED's to produce a full sequential
turn signal
2007 honda civic starter replacement
2002 ford escape alternator wiring diagramamazon car cd player
audi a8 service schedule
. Well-Built: Their UV-coated polycarbonate lens will resist the test of time, ensuring your
truck's new headlights will look good as new for many years to come. The PPS plastic housing
is light-weight and much stronger than comparable alternatives. The die-cast aluminum
heat-sinks inside the housings provide more than an adequate amount of cooling for the OEM
grade Osram LED chips that produce the light. They Look: Amazing. At least in our opinion! The

subtle elements incorporated in their design are more than enough to make them stand out, but
they're clean enough to be considered top of the line original equipment to those who don't
know any better. The piano black trim and smoked gray reflectors keep the color scheme
neutral, and the triple kuria-optic projectors are as modern as it gets. Javascript is disabled on
your browser. To view this site, you must enable JavaScript or upgrade to a JavaScript-capable
browser. Add to Cart. Install ation Guide Locate a Dealer. What's included.

